Tourist attractions of Mashhad; from the historical
shrine of Imam Reza ( AS ) to parks and gardens
Mashhad There are many attractions that attract tourism. Perhaps you can tell the shrine,
the shopping malls, the Torqabeh and Shandiz, maybe add other things to this list . To get
acquainted with the best things to know about Mashhad .

The shrine of Imam Reza
Shrine of Imam Reza ( AS ) in downtown Mashhad Khorasan Razavi , Iran , the tomb of Ali ibn
Musa al-Reza (AS) that the Shia Muslims as "Haram" honored and sacred. Continuous monuments
of prominent mosque overhead (the tomb of Imam Reza) (425 AH / 1033 AD) and Gohar Shad
Mosque (built 821 AH / 1418 AD) is. Imam Reza shrine of the eighth Imam of the Shiites set focus,
Ali ibn Musa that other mosques, tombs, porch, courtyard, library and museum covers. The largest
mosque in the world in size (250 square meters) and is the second largest mosque in capacity (500
thousand people) is considered to be .

The oldest sections, the antiquity of 610 AH / 1230 AD a decade. Timurid period of many ancient
monuments in Tus, Khorasan, Herat and Nishapur was renovated, the location was also moved.
Many of the Shiite shrines, the Safavid Shah remains particularly .
In Persian literature and the Shrine to the orchard garden and cemetery contains the body of Ali ibn
Musa Mzj and sing to thy Monaware. It includes an area of 189 square spatial / 03 square meters of
space 17/15 square meter area of the shrine. Shrine Monaware through four large platform in four
directions into and out of the shrine .

Ferdowsi's tomb

Tomb of Hakim Abolqasem Ferdowsi Tuassi is located in the middle of the Mosafa Garden, 20 km north
of Mashhad . The current building of Ferdowsi's tomb Toos Museum Inspired by the Achaemenid
architecture, especially the tomb of Cyrus, it was initiated by the National Society for National
Monuments in 1343 and was supervised by engineer Houshang Sihoun in 1347 . The exterior of the
building including decorative elements of the columns and the capital of the Achaemenid and poems
written on the four sides of Hakim Ferdowsi and represent the ideas and his personality. The upper
part is made hollow and its interior is inspired by the architecture in addition to the Parthian period of
20 The marble column is at the bottom and the 8 columns are in the upper part . F Siddiqui in parts of
the tomb murals of scenes from the stories of Shahnameh mounted display .

Collegiate collection

Couch Park The second largest park ( after the Mellat Park ) is Mashhad . The park is located in the
southwest of Mashhad and at the end of Kuhsangi Street . Koohsangi park created on the periphery of
the high mountains and the oldest villages of Mashhad. Shah Abbas was crowned at the age of 16 in
the village. Rocky Mountain resort city of Mashhad dating and more popular and is one of the most

beautiful parks, made in Iran. The park is a combination of water, rock and greenery and light .
Khorasan museum building, with architecture modeled after the Palace of Kalat Naderi, has a beautiful
collection. In the year 1340, with the expansion of the city of Mashhad, Kouhsangi was connected to
the main body of Mashhad via a vast and widespread street called "Stone Stones" . With
development projects in Mashhad, Stone Mountain Park to set up tourist resorts .

The tomb of Nadir Shah Afshar

The tomb of Nader Shah Afshar A building built in the city of Mashhad in the name of Nadir Shah .
Consistency of the prince at the end of the Qajar (Solar 1296) on the site of one of the tombs
destroyed a rare, new tomb for him and his bones moved from Tehran to the tomb. Nadir Shah Afshar,
Fateh Delhi, in his lifetime, ordered to build a small tomb on Mashhad Street . This small tomb was
built in 1145 AH in the vicinity of Chahar Bagh Shahi and opposite the shrine of Imam Reza from clay
and mud . The new building at the current location of his tomb was located, while on foot to the
National Association of Iran in 1335 as a mausoleum for his sun was trying to build consistency of the
prince's tomb in the same place. This will begin in 1336 and in 1342 to the end of the series. Nader
current tomb is located in the northwest side of the intersection of martyrs (rare) of the shrine of
Imam Reza (AS) the most important tourist position - seen historic city of Mashhad. The Oxus
engineer and designer statues of the late artist's Hasan Siddiqui

Of water

Mashhad alongside historical attractions and potentials to set up and equipped on site sports is at the
appropriate level. Mashhad interesting places and a lot of stadiums and playgrounds and an indoor
water attractions for sports and entertainment. Mashhad in the field of construction Jump Unrivaled
position in the Middle East. One of the attractions of a particular sport in Mashhad indoor water parks
is due to the possibility of using them all year round there . Iranian water park , The land of blue
waves , and the waves roaring Sunny Beach Park Water Park is equipped with many of the fans

Zoo Vakil Abad

.. In southwest of Mashhad and adjacent to Vakil Abad Forest Park, Zoo lawyer Abad , the only zoo in
Mashhad and Khorasan Razavi province . The zoo animals are carnivorous, herbivorous, aquatic
reptiles and various birds and a tourist attraction not only Mashhad, But also Razavi Khorasan
Province .

Reza bazar

Is it possible to Mashhad return trip without souvenirs and shopping? R. big market in the short
distance from the shrine, one of the busiest and most visited traditional markets has been dubbed the
country. The market in addition to its traditional architecture and beautiful gift and crafts one of the
oldest centers of Mashhad. When you arrive Reza bazar You know, before sinking to watch
showcases a bit of architectural beauty will enjoy this market. After that, you can get all your souvenirs
for family and friends need not be purchased from the market.

Bio-East Commercial Complex

In the city center and near the doctor Ali Shariati located and religious sites and landmarks of the city
are not far behind. Anywhere in Mashhad that you can easily access the shopping center. It has 4 floors
and 698 commercial units and major shopping centers is Mashhad. Tours of the complex can be all
kinds of luxury and decorative accessories, clothing, shoes and buy them. Also in the shopping center
environment most desirable East Souvenirs of Mashhad Is available . East has a unique interior
environment with beautiful fusion of Persian architecture and modern with unique ceilings and
plaster. In the complex after buying it in coffee shops and restaurants can relax and enjoy a drink and
hearty . .

